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Cambridgeshire
Ickleton
Duxford Road
Abbey Farm
Barn (to north of farmhouse)

RCHME

NBR no. 15852

NGR TL 4895 4376

The barn is aisled and eight bays in length. The four western trusses date from the late thirteenth
or early fourteenth century. They have passing braces and one truss is in reversed assembly. The
eastern five trusses are of fifteenth century date. The roof is truncated at collar level and the walls
are of modern brick.
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The barn is situated to the north of Abbey Farmhouse, which was built on the site of Ickleton

Abbey and has a medieval core.(l) The Priory, for nuns, was founded before 1l74x9l and was

dissolved in 1536.(2) Externally, the barn, which lies east/west, appears entirely modern. The

original walls and aisle posts have gone and the existing walls, of modern brick, were constructed

in the late 1940s (according to the owner). The barn is roofed with corrugated iron at collar level.

The roof is gabled at the west end and hipped at the east. Prior to the late 1940's the roof rose to

an apex. When RCHME visited the barn in January 1949, part of it still had weatherboarded walls

above a brick plinth and a thatched roof.(3) The barn is entered at the west end, and there is also

a door in the north wall giving access to corn bins. The barn is filled with storage bins. Some of

the posts (F, F', G and G') are inside them and could not be seen.

The earliest part of the barn is the western four trusses (A-D) which date from the late thirteenth

or early fourteenth century. In three of trusses the tie beam, arcade post and arcade plate are in

normal assembly, but a fourth truss (D-D') has reversed assembly (see Section l). There are arch

braces from the tie beams to the arcade posts and from the arcade posts to the arcade plates. The

arcade posts are unjowled and the tie beams are straight in the trusses with normal assembly.

However, posts D and D' appear to have had separate expanded heads (now removed); the peg

holes for the heads can be seen and the tie beam curyes down at either end to meet the posts (see

Section 1). Queen posts above thetie beam carry the purlins and collars in normal assembly. The



queen posts are braced to the purlins. There were aisle ties from the arcade posts to the aisle posts

(removed). The aisle ties remain in situ in truss D-D', and mortices for them can be seen in the

other trusses. There is a mortice in the soffit of both the surviving aisle ties for struts down to the

ground. There were passing braces from the collars (past the queen posts) to the tie beam; and

from the tie beams (past the arcade posts and aisle ties) to the aisle posts. Not all the passing

braces surive, but the notches for them can be seen. Three of the four passing braces survive in

truss B-B'. Most of the rafters appear to have been replaced and they are not pegged in to the

trusses. However, principal rafters for the aisle roof, running from the arcade post to the aisle tie,

survive in truss D-D'. The roof originally rose to an apex.

There were formerly at least two more trusses. The barn was truncated at the west end by a bay's

length in the late 1940's. D-D' is not a closed truss and the arcade plate runs through indicating

that the early roof originally extended further east.

If trusses A-D are in situ, which they appear to be, then they provide evidence for the original

entrance into the c.1300 barn. Trusses A-A'and B-B'are pegged from the east and the passing

braces are on the east side ofthe truss. Trusses C-C' and D-D' are pegged and braced on the west

side. Thus, the good sides ofthe trusses face inwards towards the central bay B-C. Furthermore,

arcade post B' is not braced to the southern arcade plate on its eastern side and arcade post C'

is not braced to the plate on its western side. On each post, instead of a mortice for abrace, there

is a lower,larger mortice and there are corresponding mortices in the soffit of the arcade plate.

These mortices seem to be for large arch braces defining an entrance in the south side of the barn

with a threshing floor in bay B-C.

The east end of the barn was rebuilt and extended in the fifteenth century. Five trusses (E-I)

survive, but the barn was truncated at its eastern end in the late 1940's. These trusses have tie

beams, arcade plates and arcade posts in nonnal assembly, with arch braces from the arcade posts

to the tie beams (see Section 2). The arcade posts are also braced to the arcade plates. Queen



struts rise from the tie beams to the collar. Principal rafters, for the main roof, sit on the ends of

the tie beam and rise to collar level, where they are truncated; they carry one rank of purlins.

Curved principals for the aisle roof rise from the aisle ties to the arcade posts, and they carry a

second rank of purlins.

The upper face oftrusses E and F is their east face, and the upper face of trusses G-I is their west

one. This suggests that the original entrance and threshing floor were in bay F-G.
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1. VCH Cambridgeshire , 6, p.231 ; Listing Description.

2. VCH Cambridgeshire, 2, pp.223-6.

3. RCHME report in the National Buildings Record (NBR no. 15852).
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